Playtime Picture
Color in the Red Button & Friends playroom!
Pattern Puzzle

Finish each pattern by drawing the right symbol in the empty box!

1. [ ]

2. [ ]

3. [ ]

4. [ ]

5. [ ]
Match ’Em Up!
Pair up the matching bags!
Color in each pair as you find them.

Answers: A and F, B and E, C and I, D and J, G and H.
Pick a Plush

Look at the shelves to find the toy that fits all the clues. Once you figure it out, write in their name and color the scene!

Can you find the Red Button & Friends plush that...

1. Has a happy smile
2. Has a friendly wave
3. Is sitting down
4. Is next to a teddy bear
5. Has a round shape
6. Is on the bottom shelf

---

Answer: Trumint
Mosaic Mystery
Fill in only triangles with the color red to reveal a Red Button & Friends character!